34. 1309
JUST ANOTHER WEEK-END
John Harwood
Bowling- up the M6 on Friday morning it seemed that Spring
had arrived at last. By mid-afternoon, companion Steve Vallance and
I, after replenishing our empty stomachs and buying supplies set
off, hot foot, towards White Ghyll for a training route before night
set in.
It appeared that Man of Straw was short and hard and therefore
as good a route as any in our (or at least my) pitiful physical state.
A parallel party on Laugh Not looked as if they could provide the
occasional diversion of mental effort if the need arose and I set off.
A crack led to a pleasant ledge at the beginning of the difficulties.
From this base I was able to make a few sorties up a thin groove
which eventually led to a roof. But no resting place was visible so I
pressed on up and round the corner to the slab above. Eventually a
foot-hold provided a breather and I was able to grin heroically at the
leader of Laugh Not. His advisors down below kept trying to persuade him to hand-traverse along the lip of a three foot roof but he
was understandably, reluctant and traversed below. Unfortunately
this took him to the stance and, having no-one else to watch, I was
obliged to gird my loins (so to speak) and finish my particular pitch.
It was with some relief that I gained the arete by what Austin calls
a 'two step move' (It took me about five) and I joined the other
climbers at the stance. Steve came up depressingly quickly though
claiming his usual unfitness and was enthusiastic enough to agree to
my faint suggestion of another climb. Our ascent of Haste Not Direct
was chiefly memorable because of the race with darkness. It's a nice
climb on surprisingly big holds but ends, through necessity, pretty
soon under the big overhang of Haste Not, so that one is obliged to
traverse off to Gordian to finish. As we stumbled off down to our
boots and then the road, a beautiful sunset promised another good
day on Saturday and we had a free hand in choice of crags. Fortunately Steve didn't seem to know much about the infamous Dove Crag
and my paper-thin aura of confidence convinced him that Extol would
make a good route.
I'd been there twice before with Eric but each time rain had
beaten our attempt. I reflected on that as our footsteps led upwards
following the pleasant approach path of Dovedale. Today no cloud
was visible and the sunlight on the hills made the scene look almost
friendly. Steve muttered 'steep overhangs' and various other such
words before relapsing into pregnant silence. I didn't dare show him
exactly where Whillans masterpiece went but waved my hand vaguely
at the cliff before starting- up Hang-over. From the end of the latter's
long pitch I was able to swing across a steep wall and reach a small
stance with several rattling (literally) belays. By doing this I would
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have plenty of rope for the crucial lead and avoid being stranded five
feet from a belay on some of the hard final moves. By craning my
neck as Steve came up I could just make out the first crux
a mossy
groove. Eric had just got above this on our last attempt before it
had rained. I remembered the time well for I had spent fifteen tense
minutes while the rope inched out and bits of moss drifted down till
a sigh and "I hope there's nothing worse than that" indicated that
he had made it successfully. Steve looked as bleak and cold as the
crag and gesticulated upwards at some icicles hanging off the overhangs above, but before he could get his rappel sling out I had climbed
up to the mossy groove and, having come so far, looked around for
some runners. Rather than stand about getting colder and more tired,
I made a start and then wished I hadn't. The moss was a bit damp
and I couldn't feel the finger holds because I was too cold. Still it
would probably have been as bad in the summer because then I would
have sweated like mad and made all the holds slippery. A good hold
I had pinned all my hopes on turned to nought, but a few feet higher
was a loose spike providing a welcome runner. There were then two
ways to go
straight up an overhanging wall or left via a rusty
peg and then back to the original line. As I was feeling neither strong
nor brave I chose the latter method and a few minutes later was hanging in the middle of a steep wall. A little way above was a cave which
once gained, proved to be most uncomfortable and was immediately
left over a roof for pastures new above. I was so pleased with myself
for not using the peg that I pressed on full-blast for the top. Just a
little short I was grounded by some delicate climbing and wet vegetation. My previous runner was nowhere in sight and I felt definitely
friendless. Fortunately the mud at the top was still frozen and I was
able to keep a reasonable stance as Steve came up. Occasionally he
thought I could take the rope in a little more but seemed distinctly
worried about the way one of the ropes went out behind him. I could
appreciate his feelings and his grin of relief as he came into sight
around the roof. Even he was now sufficiently tired to make discouraging noises when I suggested Hiraeth so I was spared another ordeal
and we could make our way pub-wards with a clear conscience. It had
been a great route and provided a deal of conversation over our beers
that evening.
Sunday dawned with a cloudy sky and a strong north wind, but
we rushed round to Raven Crag, Thirlemere, for a 'quickie' before
returning to Brum. It didn't take much time, on my part at any rate,
to decide that the Medlar could be left well alone and that Totalitarian was the climb to do. I climbed the crux groove quickly, convinced that it would be no bother at all but found that some unpleasant
surprises lurked at its top. Steve was also pretty impressed when he
joined me for some conversation with a friend on the stance. After
a couple of hours or so we realized that my friend's leader was not
going to succeed on Communist Convert and was well and truly stuck.
Catapulted upwards by my friends, I galloped to the rescue. This inPage Twenty Nine
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volved some pioneering and a peg in order to get above the unfortunate and lower him a rope. By the time all this had been done we
were both frozen and I vainly attempted to persuade Steve to lead
the last jam-crack pitch. Much to my chagrin he remained unimpressionable and, after resting in slings here and there, I gained the summit and a twelve foot sling someone had forgotten.
As a perfect ending to the trip it began to rain when we started
down the side of Thirlemere Lake. It had been just another weekend
but not quite.

Another time and another year saw me again speeding down the
motorway bound for the mountains. It could be the Lakes again were
it not for the bill-boards flashing by. Our stop at Merced to have
coffee had become as much a ritual as fish and chips at Llangollen.
Then on by the final leg to Yosemite Valley. Was the sky clear ? How
much snow ? Anxious thoughts rushed through our brains before the
Park was gained with twinkling stars above. The forecast was good
so we signed out for El Capitan's East Buttress before turning in.
Adolph is good at getting up in the mornings and soon had me
astir and sipping sugar-less, milkless tea
at least it woke me up!
It was cold, but then it was February, and for once the approach to
the climb with bulging rucksacs was welcome for it warmed us up.
A small waterfall came over the rim to the west of our route and
we 'ran the gauntlet' as snow and ice came crashing over the path.
The chimney to start seemed to be 70 feet, according to the guide
but about 200 feet in actuality so I went as far as I could before belaying to let Adolph past and into the pegging section. Apart from
running short of rope below the belay this seemed to go all right and
I was soon summoned forth from my uncomfortable (and by now
hated) stance. With the spare rucksac, weighing a ton, swinging from
my waist I struggled up. By now a strong wind was blowing and a
fine drizzle filled the air. All this, coupled with the lack of warming
sunshine, added to my miseries. A short pitch and some nice free
climbing led to a broken area where we could view the rest of the
climb. But it was no sight for sore eyes. The small waterfall of dawn
had now grown in volume and spray was being blown by the wind
over the entire upper section of our climb. We sat on our ledge like
wise old owls and nodded at the storm clouds rapidly covering the
sky, at the waterfall and so on before beginning our rappels. This
was pretty miserable for we were wet and cold but at least the rope
pulled down everytime. That evening we recuperated in the bar and
laid plans for the morrow
weather permitting.
On the Three Brothers is an exfoliation slab called (appropriately)
The Polly. This was our target after discovering that number one
objective, Rixons Pinnacle, was wet. A nice looking crack line led
upwards and so I set off following in the footsteps of Layton Kor.
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My enthusiasm waned in a squeeze chimney where I lost a few pounds
but waxed when I found a nice little traverse line. It was just like
Sickle except that it was badly protected and I was gradually working
it out in my tortoise like way when some 'wise guy' arrived below
and wanted to know what was delaying- me. Unfortunately I couldn't
find any loose rock to direct earthwards and he went off muttering
that he'd do it straight away etc.
The climb got worse after this with strenuous and sustained jam
cracks. Every peg Adolph placed seem to be welded to the rock and
the fact that I kept placing nut runners as an example to him didn't
change his ways at all. High up I led one grim pitch. It began with a
little traverse which I protected via a bootlace sling on a thumb-nail
spike. This rivaled one I had once placed in an emergency on Diagonal
(those who wish to be diverted for a few hours should consult Graham
Willison about this). Lay away moves above led via a dwindling
crack to the point where I was uncertain of the stability of my position. My crumbling footholds did little to inspire confidence but, after
tying off a bong runner, I was able to pull up and mantleshelf on a
plant wedged in a groove. As its position there seemed temporary I
moved on to overhanging blocks above which promised safety. Again
it was a mirage for I hadn't got a peg to fit the only sound crack.
Adolph was as pleased as me when I reached a stance. Often spectating is worse than action for the leader can gain relief from tension
by movement. Another pitch higher and we reached the top of the
climb and started to abseil once more, anxious for a few gallons of
fluid to slake our thirsts.
This was a long week-end and we had another day on Monday.
There was something to be said for days off work even if it was
Washington's birthday we were supposed to be celebrating. Still I
didn't let on that I was English.
Royal Robbin's route Nutcracker was supposed to be a popular
climb and we set out to do it. Once again I seemed to be getting the
hard share of it. But this time I didn't mind for I felt like trying
something difficult. Two Americans were tackling a climb to the left
with much shouting and little success. Eventually one of them fell off
and they decided to abseil down to their girl friends. We were glad
to see the last of them and get on with the real thing. What a climb
it was proving to be. Pitch by pitch of sustained H.V.S. with the
occasional harder section. A beautiful jam section, reminiscent of
Diglyph, started the upper pant. Someway above Adolph stopped under
a roof while I traversed above. This part was really thin and my
protection was, to say the least, inadequate. As I couldn't come back
I had to go on but even Adolph said he was glad to be second when
it was his turn. The afternoon wore on till I reached the final section
as the sky redenen in the west. I climbed like fury up this last part
via beautiful jams and laybacks. I enjoyed it so much I just kept on
going reveling in the feel of rough firm rock and the freedom of
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climbing without bothering with runners every few feet. Adolph found
it all rather hard and fell off half way up arriving surprised at my
'English-type' lead. Quickly over the cliff's summit we went to start
down for the road and home to work.
I suppose I should end this tale with the sun slowly sinking in
the West and Half Dome turning1 orange in the evening or the snow
covered Sierra fading gradually into the gloom. But perhaps a philosophical note could be sounded. A couple of nights later after an
evening rich in wine and richer in bon-homie and tales, Warren
Harding summed up the whole business "Don't worry about them
guys in the Valley. If you want to use a pin you go ahead. Just do
your thing and don't give a
about what they say". And that it
seems to me is what it's all about, for climbing is really a personal
thing. What really matters is what you think of what you do, not
how many people know or think of what you achieve. Or as they say
in California, "if that's your bag just swing it man!"
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Goodrich Pinnacle (Glacier Point Apron, Yosemite)

John Harwood
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Black Foot (Dinas Mot)
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Indecent Exposure (Avon Gorge,)

John Harwood

